
News

year after 
year

our my wall innovations in January 

We wish you and your family a Happy New Year.

Good luck, health, success and joy 
 shall be by your side day after day in 2023.

January  2023
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on stock

Designed for professional gamers and everyone who likes it colorful .

The HT 42 L raises your monitor and relieves the eyes and neck. The highlight is the decorative RGB lighting  

on both sides of the monitor rack. Change colors and lighting effects at the touch of a button. 

Choose between rainbow colors or flashing luminous colors as you like.

So that everything has its place, additionally 2 drawers and 3 USB ports are built in.

with RGB Lighting &  

built-in 3 port USB Hub

u	Dynamic RGB lighting creates vivid colors

u	3 easily accessible USB 2.0 ports

u	Hidden drawers provide more order

u	Modern design

Hyper Gaming 
Monitor Rack

HT 42 L
loads up to:  20 kg 
dimensions:  206 x 544 x 90 mm
3 easily accessible USB 2.0 ports
The RGB lighting can switch between multiple  
lighting effects at the touch of a button. 20 kg

rGB

UVP 81,95 € UVP 77,95 USD

39,15 € 37,19 USD

2 built-in 
drawers

3x USB 2.0
connections

for a  
LIVeLy atMoSPHere
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2x hidden accessory drawers, 3x USB ports, 1x Qi wireless charging station 

for mobile phone and integrated ambient lighting on the sides.

HT 43 L

20 kg UVP 116,95 € UVP 110,95 USD

56,06 € 53,26 USD

2 built-in 
drawers

3x USB 2.0
connections

integrated
Qi Charger

loads up to:  20 kg
dimensions:  206 x 544 x 90 mm
3 easily accessible USB 2.0 ports
The RGB lighting can switch between multiple  
lighting effects at the touch of a button

+ Qi Charger

THE PERFECT 
WORKPLACE

rGB

eVeryoNe WaNtS  
to HaVe It

u	Wireless Qi charging pad

u	Dynamic RGB lighting

u	3 easily accessible USB 2.0 ports

u	Hidden drawers provide more order

u	Stylish design

on stock
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available week 05 

u	Dynamic RGB lighting

u	2 easily accessible USB 2.0 ports

u	Hidden drawers provide more order

u	Ergonomic design

HT 44 L

20 kg UVP 120,95 € UVP 114,95 USD

58,20 € 55,29 USD
loads up to: 20 kg 
dimensions: 220 x 898 x 150 mm
2 easily accessible USB 2.0 ports
The RGB lighting can switch between 16 multiple lighting effects at the touch of a button

With the HT 44 L you have enough space to work with 2 screens or for your favorite hobby. 

Create the right mood with the RGB backlighting.

The uncomplicated clamp mounting, the 2 practical drawers and the 2 easily accessible  

USB ports makes the monitor rack to your highlight.

MAKEs WORK And  
GAMinG REALLy Fun!

The ideal partner  
for plenty of desk space.

2x USB 2.0 ports

2x drawers

rGB

+ CLamP moUNtiNG  +  RGB BaCkLiGHt  +  2 PoRt USB HUB +
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available week 05

UVP 58,95 €27,83 €
UVP 55,95 USD26,44 USD

non-slip
silicone pads

more space
more order

Monitor / Laptop design increase

HT 46 L

28 - 81 cm

11“- 32“

10 kg

for screens / laptops: 11“ - 32“ (28 - 81 cm) 
loads up to:  10 kg
dimensions:  210 x 400 x 63 mm
cable lenght: 0,5 m
material:   aluminium

Perhaps the most  
beautiful monitor stand  
in our product range
Our slim and light monitor tray offers 4 additional USB ports for data transfer or charging.  

The timeless chic design enhances any workplace. The free storage space under the monitor stand  

allows additional storage options. The HT 46 L is still worth a purchase.

with 4 port  
USB hub

U	Slim aluminum design

U	Creates more space 

U	4 easily accessible USB 2.0 ports

U	Non-Slip silicone pads
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available week 05

the perfect 
     view point

for laptops: 11“ - 17“ (28 - 43 cm) 
loads up to: 5 kg
inclined angle: 15°
height adjustable 16 levels:  225 - 380 mm
material:  aluminium

HT 45 L

UVP 46,95 €

UVP 44,95 USD

21,86 €
20,77 USD

Laptop Riser

The HT 45 L can be used individually. It is an optimal solution for sitting and also standing work.  

In the office or at home, for meetings or your leisure time. The elegant aluminum design fits  

perfect into any space.

This laptop holder can be precisely adjusted to your field of vision  

in 16 steps, simply at the push of a button.

height adjustable

22
5 

- 
38

0 
m

m

 
snap-in function 

with silicone pads

28 - 43 cm 5 kg

11“- 17“

+ Simple and safe height adjustment

+ Ergonomic design

+ Open design provides increased air circulation

+ Light aluminum construction
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available week 05 

g	Modular structure

g	Double channel system: enables the separation of cables

g	Basis for secure hold

g	Simple assembly

Flexible Cable Management
with adjustable length up to 730 mm
length: 730 mm 
consists of 15 detachable elements
fastening to the desk by screws
ideal for height-adjustable desks

SIMPLy tHread tHe caBLe

to reMoVe
aNd eaSiLY

Perfect order under the desk.

Flexible cable management is an attractive and practical way,  

to keep the cabling orderly. Your required height  

can be adjusted easily and quickly by hand. 

This is really very easy.

modular 
structure

HZ 44 L
black

UVP 19,95 €

UVP 18,95 USD

8,69 €

8,25 USD

white

HZ 44 WL

UVP 20,95 €

UVP 19,95 USD

9,09 €

8,63 USD

silver

HZ 44 sL

UVP 20,95 €

UVP 19,95 USD

9,48 €

9,01 USD

73
0 

m
m

weighted basis

double channel system

fixation  
with screws
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tHere IS No caBLe  
IN tHe Way

HZ 43 sL

UVP 37,95 €

UVP 35,95 USD

17,62 €

16,74 USD

h	Modular structure

h	4-fold channel system

h	Stand for secure hold

h	Simple assembly

Flexible Cable Management
with adjustable length
up to 1347 mm
length: 1347 mm 
consists of 30 detachable elements 
fastening to the desk by clamp (0-50 mm)
ideal for height-adjustable desks

modular 
structure

mounting  
without tools

This flexible cable management is ideal for height adjustable desks. 

Your cables remain neat even when the table is moving and  

the weighted base keeps everything stays in it´s place. 

With the clamp-on design, the length adjustment of the swivels  

is done very quick up to 1347 mm.

HZ 43 L
black

UVP 35,95 €

UVP 34,95 USD

16,81 €

15,97 USD

on stock

white

HZ 43 WL

UVP 35,95 €

UVP 34,95 USD

16,81 €

15,97 USD

on stock available week 06

silver

13
47

 m
m

weighted basis

aNd No tooL NeCeSSaRY

four separate 
cable ducts

fixation 
with clamp
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Flexible Cable Management
with adjustable length up to 1285 mm

lenght: 1285 mm 
consists of 30 detachable elements
fastening to the desk by screws
ideal for height-adjustable desks

g	Modular structure

g	4-fold channel system

order has never
been more beautiful

Ensure a neat and tidy appearance.

The HZ 42 L series can be adjust and bend very easily to keep your cables organized. Thus, to prevent a mixed up of 

cables under the desk. Herewith dirty cable and damage is no problem anymore. Because of the movable vortex  

structure, the cable management is also ideally suited for height-adjustable desks.

g	Stand for secure hold

g	Simple assembly

modular vortex 
structure

four separate 
cable channels

stand for  
secure hold

on stock on stock available week 06

HZ 42 L
black

UVP 31,95 USD

UVP 33,95 €

14,79 USD

15,57 €

white

HZ 42 WL HZ 42 sL

UVP 31,95 USD

UVP 33,95 €

UVP 33,95 USD

UVP 35,95 €

14,79 USD

15,57 €

15,56 USD

16,38 €

12
85

 m
m

silver

fixation  
with screws


